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Hi,

Im a student of National Institute Of Design, 
Paldi, Ahmedabad. Im submitting my entry 
for International Bamboo Design 
Competition. Im participation in the 
Bamboo product design category. I also 
declare that the products submitted are 
not owned by other and it was completely 
made by myself. 

Thank you,
Arun Job Pynadath
Graphic Design
B des UG 18
National Institute of Design
Paldi, Ahmedabad.
S1800110

A total of 3 products made 
are submitting along with 
this entry.

Participating category

Bamboo Product 
Design



bamboo 
BLUETOOTH Headset
A fully functional bluetooth headset made with 
combination of  dried raw and treated 
engineered Bamboo and plastic.. The material 
gives the user an authentic experience while 
working with the product. Wearing the bamboo 
headset catches everyones attention. The 
properties like flexibility and noice cancellation 
property of the bamboo inspired me of doing 
the product. This could bring a revolutionary 
change in the field of Gadjets.

The product is a combination of Bio 
dregradable plastic and Bamboo and the 
head support is Memory form which gives the 
use more comfort
. 

Advantages

- The weight of the prodcuct is 
   comparatievely less than plastic mouse. 
- The look and feel of the product catches
   everyones attention.
- Shock resistant.
- No environmental issues with the waste.

Foldable

Memory foam

Flexible Bamboo
strip teated with heat
give flexiblity to the
neck of the headset

The height of the
headset is adjustable
according to the users.

Rotatable



Photos of the prototype 

‘The product could bring a revolutionary 
change in the field of gadjets’



bamboo 
BLUETOOTH MOUSe 
A fully functional bluetoothmouse made with 
combination of  dried raw and treated 
engineered Bamboo. The material gives the 
user an authentic experience while working with 
the product. All day working with the casted 
plastic mouse in the market has made the user 
look for some thing different. The Bamboo gives 
the hand a freshness holding the mouse, also a 
feel of holding the nature in the hand.  

The product is a combination of Bio 
dregradable plastic and Bamboo. The 90 
percentage of the product is Bamboo, which 
makes the product eco friendly in nature

Top

Sensor

Scroll button
Battery slot

Bottom

Side Front

Advantages

- The weight of the prodcuct is 
   comparatievely less than plastic mouse. 
- Gives hand a cooling effect and refreshing
   feel to the hand
- Shock resistant.
- No environmental issues with the waste.

The sensor area 
and the battery slot are
laser cut.



Photos of the prototype 

‘The product could bring a revolutionary 
change in the field of gadjets’



Bamboo
laptop stand
The idea of making a laptop stand with bamboo 
came when i was working sitting on a small 
chair where i could hardly see the keys of my 
laptop. Its easy to use, height adjustible and can 
be carried anywhere like a suitcase. Its 
compatible for any laptops and have air inlets 
which gives your laptop space to breath. its 
especilly usefull for gaming kids. 

Advantages

- The air vents given allows your 
   laptop to take in more air from 
   and helps in cooling
- Compatible for any laptops
- Can hold any load of weight.
- No environmental issues with the waste.

Holds any laptop in position

Height adjustible

Carryable handle 
and height adjusting lever
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‘The product could bring a revolutionary 
change in the field of gadjets’
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